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ABSTRACT

The objective of this thesis was to develop an electrospun polyacrylonitrile (PAN)-based
nanofiber that has unique properties as an electrode material. Stabilizing, carbonizing, and
chemical activation of these nanofibers can help to improve meso-porous carbon for the
application as carbon-based electrodes. The study includes two main parts.
In part I, nanofibers were electrospun under different electrospinning conditions, such as
applied voltage and the distance between the spinneret and the target, to determine the best
process conditions. Then, the PAN nanofibrous mats were stabilized in air, carbonized in inert
atmosphere (argon), and activated using a potassium hydroxide (KOH) chemical method. During
the chemical activation, carbonized nanofibers were immersed in an aqueous KOH solution.
In part II, the structure and morphology were studied using scanning electron microscopy
(SEM). The diameter of the nanofibers was measured and monitored as a function of the applied
voltage, distance between the spinneret and the target, and the chemical (KOH) treatment.
Porosity of carbon-based nanofibers has been studied by weighing the nanofibrous mat after
absorption of isopropanol. Porosity by chemical treatment improved from 60% to 90%, thus
providing a higher contact area, which is an important factor for electrodes. As a result of the
physical and chemical treatments, wettability of the electrospun nanofibers varied from
hydrophobicity with a contact angle of 150° to superhydrophilicity with a contact angle of 20°.
The electrochemical performance of the electrodes was tested by cyclic voltammetry (CV) in a
hydrochloric acid (HCl) aqueous solution in the presence of an Fe(III)/(II) redox couple. Results
showed that the prepared sample has a smaller ∆Ep unlike the carbon felt, which is an indicator
of a more active PAN carbonized nanofiber in comparison to the felt. Carbon nanofiber (CNF)
samples have a higher peak current, which indicates a higher surface area.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1

Research Overview
In the past few decades, energy storage systems have been studied using different

approaches to improve power system performance. The role of energy storage systems involves
the conversion of electrical energy into a form of energy that can be stored and reconverted into
electrical energy when needed. Choosing the right technology for a specific application depends
on the power rate and required energy, charge and discharge rate, temperature, volume, and
weight of the technology. Batteries are a group of energy storage devices that produce electric
energy by using electrochemical reactions at the electrodes. Among different groups of batteries,
the flow battery has received much attention for large-scale grid storage systems. The most
important advantage of the flow battery is the independence of power and energy [1, 2].
Flow batteries are environmentally friendly, have a long cycle life, and are simply
efficient. An abundance of research has been conducted to improve the electrochemical
performance of flow batteries. Thus, using novel materials for the cathode, anode, and electrolyte
components of the flow battery has attracted the attention of researchers. Carbon-based materials
are popular due to their low cost, safety, high columbic efficiency, and ability to be employed as
anode materials for flow batteries. Nanostructured carbon-based materials, which include carbon
nanotubes, graphene, and carbon nanofibers (CNFs), are the focus of many studies. Among these
nanomaterials, CNFs have exceptional properties such as high tensile strength, high specific
surface area, high porosity, and unique electrical, mechanical, and optical properties leading to
better performance of flow batteries when used as electrode materials [3, 4].
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Today, electrospinning is a way to produce fibers with diameters ranging from
micrometer to nanometer size, and is a low-cost and simple process. A wide variety of natural
and synthetic polymers can be electrospun into nano-scale fibers. In this process, a high voltage
is applied to a polymer solution, solidifying the solution during its travel time to the collector.
Produced nanofibers are continuous ultra-fine fibers with a high aspect ratio. This makes the
polymer nanofiber a good candidate for many applications, such as drug-delivery systems, tissue
engineering, protective clothing, sensors, filters, and energy storage [5, 6].
Polymer nanofibers are prepared by electrospinning, which is followed by stabilization,
carbonization in inert atmosphere, and activation with physical and chemical methods to improve
the electrochemical properties as desired. In the stabilization process, the thermoplastic precursor
converts to condensed thermosetting fibers by chemical and physical reactions in order to
prevent fibers from fusing during carbonization. The carbonization process undertaken in an
inert gas atmosphere, like nitrogen or argon, can change the morphology of the nanofibers
accompanied by a decrease in fiber diameter and increase in surface area. The high specific
surface area allows nanofibers to interact with the electrolyte easily and to reduce the electronic
and ionic transport distance. In chemical activation, the precursor is immersed in a chemical
agent whereby pyrolysis occurs, which leads to a much richer carbon content material with
higher porosity. Many activating agents have been used in the chemical activation process such
as phosphoric acid, zinc chloride, and alkaline hydroxide [7-12]. Alkaline hydroxides are usually
used for the activation of carbon precursors [10, 13-17]. Potassium hydroxide (KOH) has been
found to be one of the most effective agents in the production of activated carbons [18, 19]. In
many cases, chemical activation is preferred to physical activation because of the lower
temperature required and the shorter duration of the experiment [15-17]. Problems with using
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chemical activation involve the need of a washing step to eliminate impurities emanating from
the activating agent and the corrosiveness of the chemical activation process [10, 20].
1.2

Research Hypothesis
A polyacrylonitrile (PAN) nanofibrous mat prepared by electrospinning and followed by

stabilization, carbonization, and KOH treatment is a suitable candidate for electrode material
because of its high porosity, high electrochemical surface area, and electrochemical performance.
1.3

Research Objective
The objective of this study is to employ the unique advantages of nanofibers produced

from the electrospinning method such as high aspect ratio, large specific surface area, and high
interconnecting network in potential applications. Two key objectives of this study are the
following:


To develop a porous carbon nanofiber via electrospinning as an electrode material in
different electrospinning conditions, such as applied voltage and the distance between the
spinneret and the target to determine the best process conditions.



To investigate the effects of carbonization and chemical activation on sample porosity,
wettability, and electrochemical performance.

3

CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1

Batteries
A battery or electric voltaic cell is a source of potential electric energy that converts

chemical energy into electrical energy through chemical reactions occurring inside the cell. This
chemical reaction is an oxidation/reduction reaction, or “redox reaction” in which an electron is
either produced or required [3].
Each battery consists of two or more cells connected in two different ways: in series or in
parallel. Cells can be connected to each other in series to increase voltage, and they can be
connected in parallel to increase current. Each cell consists of two half cells connected to each
other in series by a conductive aqueous or non-aqueous paste or solid form material containing
positive and negative ions called an electrolyte. By connecting the battery to the consumer,
negative ions in the anode flow toward the consumer via a conducting wire. After producing
energy in the consumer, negative ions flow toward the positive ions in the cathode. Over time,
more positive ions are neutralized, which leads to a decrease in battery energy and an increase in
internal resistance. In this case, after a period of time, the battery is becoming fully discharged,
the rate of which is identified by the unit of measurement called an ampere-hour [2, 21].
The materials used for the electrode and electrolyte for both the oxidation and reduction
reactions play a very important role in determining the basic properties of the battery. An
electrode is an electrical conductor used to make a connection between a nonmetallic and a
metallic part of a circuit. In some batteries such as fuel cells, the electrode materials are
chemically inert and are the only places for the electrons to transfer. In another group of batteries
like alkaline batteries, the electrodes are not only the site for the electron transfer but are also
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parts of the chemical reaction that use or produce electrons. In a discharging battery, or galvanic
cell, oxidation reactions take place on the anode side, which has a positive voltage, while
reduction reactions take place on the cathode side, which has a negative voltage. Recharging
batteries, or electrolytic cells, act like galvanic cells in the discharging process (conversion of
chemical energy to electrical energy) and electrolytic cells in the charging process (conversion of
electrical energy to chemical energy). In a battery that is recharging, the electrode, which was a
cathode in the discharging process, becomes the anode in the recharging process. The electrolyte
is another key component of the battery. In many batteries the electrolyte is an aqueous solution,
which help the electrons to travel from one electrode to the other [2, 21].
2.2

Types of Batteries
Batteries are classified into two groups: primary and secondary. A primary battery

converts chemical energy to electrical energy irreversibly and is discarded after becoming fully
discharged, that is, the chemical energy is restored to its original form. A primary battery cannot
be recharged again. Consumer alkaline batteries are an example of primary batteries. Secondary
batteries are capable of being recharged repeatedly, meaning that the conversion of electrical and
chemical energy to each other is reversible, and electrical energy stored in a battery can be used
again and again. Lead acid batteries and lithium-ion batteries are common examples of
secondary batteries. Lithium batteries are widely used in electronic devices such as laptops, cell
phones, and some digital cameras. Figure 2-1 shows different types of battery systems [3].
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Battery Systems

Primary Batteries

Secondary Batteries

Redox Flow
Batteries

Other Rechargeable
Batteries

Zinc Bromine
Iron Chromium
Zinc Cerium
Polysulphide Bromide
Soluble Lead Acid
Vanadium Bromine
All-Vanadium

Figure 2-1. Flow chart of all types of battery systems [3]
2.3

Redox Reaction
Reduction-oxidation, or redox, is a chemical reaction in which the oxidation number of

atoms will be changed. This process can include simple reactions such as the oxidation of carbon
to carbon dioxide, as well as complex multi-step reactions such as the oxidation of sugar in the
human body. This process involves transferring one or more electrons from an atom, molecule,
or ion to another atom, molecule, or ion. In a redox reaction, one atom or molecule loses
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electrons (oxidation), and the other atom or molecule gains electrons (reduction). In such a
reaction, the donor molecules or atoms are becoming oxidized, and the receptor molecules are
being reduced. The oxidant is an agent that takes electrons from another substance, and the
reductant is an agent that gives electron to another substance. The degree of oxidation, or loss of
electrons, is indicated by the oxidation number, or oxidation state. The oxidation number can be
positive, negative, or zero. In each reaction, the total increase in oxidation number of elements
should be the same as the total reduction of oxidation number of other elements [3].
Reductant – Electron = Oxidant + Electron

For redox flow batteries, the oxidation-reduction reaction occurs on both sides of the
membrane simultaneously. In the discharging process, electrons are transferred to the catholyte
through the external circuit.
Discharge Reaction
B 3+ + e - → B 2+

Reduction

A 2+ → A 3+ +e -

Oxidation

The oxidant V3+ is reduced by taking an electron from V2+. The reaction proceeds from
left to right and leads to reduced V3+ and oxidized V2+. In the recharging process, the flow of
electrons is reversed.
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Charge Reaction
B 2+→ B 3++ e -

Oxidation

A 3+ +e - → A 2+

Reduction

The number of electrons in the oxidation reaction is equal to the number of electrons in
the reduction reaction [22, 23].
2.4

Flow Batteries
A flow battery or redox flow battery (RFB) is a form of rechargeable battery in which the

electrolyte stores energy in an external chamber or tank instead of storing energy within the
electrodes, as in a conventional battery. In the discharging process, an anolyte solution flows
through the electrode to produce electrons. Then the charge-carrying species are conveyed to a
separator or an ion exchange membrane that is responsible for separating anolyte and catholyte
solutions.
The reactor consists of individual cells in which chemical energy is converted to
electricity and is responsible for the maximum system power. The storing tank is responsible for
the energy capacity; therefore, the amount of energy that can be stored is limited only by the size
of the tank. The independent design of system power and energy make flow batteries promising
candidates for large-scale energy storage systems. Both the system power and energy can be
optimized for a particular application [24].
Flow batteries can be used in large-scale projects in which high-capacity storage and
high-power storage are needed, such as grid-connected electricity storage at wind farms,
transmission and distribution upgrade deferral, premium back-up power, and time-shifting
generation. Many types of flow batteries use aqueous electrolytes, such as iron chromium,
polysulfide bromine, zinc bromine, and all-vanadium redox flow cells. Each cell can have
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different electrolytes in the positive and negative half cells. Energy efficiency (EE), cycle life,
open-circuit potential, and coulombic efficiency can be different from one cell to another [2].
As mentioned above, flow batteries charge and discharge by a reversible chemical
reaction that occurs between the two liquid electrolytes. These electrolytes are kept in storage
tanks. When the operation begins, electrolytes are pumped through the reactor, and electricity is
produced. External storage tanks and the independence of power from energy outputs are the
primary considerations for using flow cells in a wide variety of technologies. In addition,
replacing the electrolytes and increasing the amount of electrolytes is very simple in flow
batteries. Safety, reliability, and cost drive much of the impetus to use these commercial smallscale products in large-scale projects, such as peak power support at wind farms or distributionlevel balancing [3, 24-26].
2.4.1 Redox Flow Battery
The RFB is an electrochemical energy-storage device; it can store energy in two solutions
with different oxidation and reduction couples, and can flow through electrochemical cells
during the charge and discharge processes. During discharging, an oxidation reaction causes a
release of electrons on the negative or anode side. The electrons are then transported through an
external circuit to reach the positive or cathode side. During charging, the direction of the current
is reversed. The difference in chemical potential between the elements on each side of the battery
provides an electromotive force (EMF), or voltage, to create the redox reaction that is required
for charging and discharging the cell. The RFB voltage produced depends on the chemicals used
in the reaction and the number of cells connected in series. Increasing the concentration of the
electrolytes or the volume of electrolyte tanks leads to an increase in the capacity of the RFB
system. In conventional secondary batteries, the storage capacity is a function of electrode size.
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Depending on the storage tank size, system energy can vary in the range of kilowatt-hours to tens
of megawatt-hours. The most important feature of RFBs is the independency of power and
energy, which allows them to be designed for different applications. RFBs are good candidates
for applications with power requirements from tens of kilowatts to tens of megawatts, and energy
storage from 500 kilowatt-hours to hundreds of megawatt-hours. The main disadvantage of
RFBs is a tendency to lower volumetric energy density in comparison with integrated cell
architectures, especially for applications involving high power and a short duration. This
disadvantage is due to the control components and volume of electrolyte flow delivery.
Figure 2-2 shows the basic concept of a flow battery, in particular, the RFB. This type of
batter is composed of tanks, pumps for circulating electrolytes, electrolytes, and stacks [3, 24].
The two liquids, which are held in two external tanks, remain separate during the ion exchange
process for both charging and discharging, and do not pass across a membrane.

Figure 2-2. Basic concept of flow battery
[Image Source: University of British Columbia]
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RFBs can be divided into two groups:


True redox flow batteries, which all chemical species are completely dissolved in a
solution, such as vanadium-vanadium or iron-chromium systems.



Hybrid redox flow batteries, in which at least one chemical species is plated as a solid
throughout the charge cycle, such as zinc bromine or zinc chlorine systems.
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) built the first RFB in the

1970s with an Fe-Ti couple. FeCl3 was the oxidizing agent and TiCl2 was the reducing agent in
the alkaline electrolyte. In 1984, NASA published its final report on a Fe/Cr RFB system, which
had better performance than the Fe/Ti system. NASA also conducted research on different agents
such as zinc, alkaline, and sodium ferricyanide. At the same time, other organizations in other
parts of the world carried out similar studies in this field. In 1986, the University of New South
Wales (UNSW) in Australia released the vanadium redox flow battery (VRFB) system and
applied for a basic patent. In 2001, a vanadium system was partly used for load leveling,
instantaneous voltage sag compensation, and emergency use. Today, many researchers
throughout the world try to improve RFB systems into the best, safest, cheapest, and highest
energy-storage systems. Table 2-1 shows a brief history of RFB development.
The VRFB is a good candidate in the range of 100 kilowatts to 10 megawatts with a
storage duration of 2–8 hours. According to the research of Antweiler at the University of British
Columbia (UBC) [27], currently the price of VRFB is around $1,250 per KWh, which is
expected to drop to $750 in the next few years. Three quarters of its cost is in material and
components, the main cost being electrolytes. New research shows that a VRFB system has
become cost effective for use in the power grid of the Electric Reliability Council of Texas
(ERCOT) [28].
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TABLE 2-1
HISTORY OF RFB DEVELOPMENT
Year

Researcher

1973

NASA Group [29]

1976

Thaller [30]

1979

Roy & Kaplan [24]

Analyzed RFB performance capacity

1980

De Nora [24]

Investigated (Cr2+/Cr3+) in Fe/Cr RFB

1981

NASA [31]

Investigated factors affecting Fe-RFB performance

1983

Nozaki [32]

Investigated (Fe2+/Fe3+) & (Cr2+/Cr3+)

1984

Nozaki [33]

Investigated Fe-Cr electrolytes

1985

Skyllas-Kazacos [34]

1986

Gahn (NASA) [24]

1987

Kaneko [24]

1988

1997
2001

Development
Investigated RFB
Investigated (Fe2+/Fe3+) and (Cr2+/Cr3+) as
electrolytes

Investigated V5+/V4+ system for RFB
Investigated new all-VRFB
Investigated new electrode for Cr-Fe RFB

Provided new characterization of all-VRFB to
describe new method for RFB using UV Rad. New
Rychcik and Skyllas-Kazacos [35]
electrode operation in RFB evaluated membranes for
all-VRFB
Demonstrated numbers of prototype load leveling
Mitsubishi [36]
VRBS
Developed and utilized RFB in installation of VRFB
Federation Group and Vantek [3] at Stellenbosch University, Cape Town South Africa,
and largest VRFB outside Japan

2002

Bae C. H. Roberts [3]

Investigated Cr-EDTA RFB

2006

Yamamura et al. [37]

Determined energy efficiency of neptunium redox
battery and compared it with VRFB

2008

Chinese Academy of Sciences
Research Group [3]

2009

Investigated VRFB for energy storage in China

Rahman and Skyllas-Kazacos [38] Investigated positive half-cell electrolyte for VRFB
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2.4.2 Types of Flow Batteries
2.4.2.1 Zinc-Bromine Flow Battery
The first zinc-bromine flow battery (ZNBR) was made in the mid-1970s by Exxon. As
mentioned above, zinc-bromine is a kind of hybrid redox flow battery because part of the energy
is stored by plating zinc metal as a solid onto the anode during the charge process [39]. In this
battery, zinc bromide salt is dissolved in water as an electrolyte. In the equation below bromide
ions are transformed to bromine and back at the positive electrode. Bromide ions can combine
with bromine molecules to produce tribromide ions that occur in liquid bromine [40].

Br +Br -  Br 2
3
Zinc metal is dissolved and redeposited at the negative electrode:
Zn  Zn 2+ +2e- , E 0 = -0.76 V vs. SHE

In the charge cycle, metallic zinc is plated on the anode side of the carbon plastic
electrode. On the other side of a micro-porous polyolefin membrane, bromide ions are oxidized
to bromine. The bromine complex sinks to the bottom of the positive electrolyte tank. In the
discharge cycle, zinc is oxidized to Zn 2+ ion and dissolved in the aqueous anolyte. Bromide ions
are produced at the positive electrode by reducing bromine molecules.
ZNBR can be used in electric vehicle applications, with an efficiency of around 65–75%.
Good reversibility, high cell voltage, and low material costs are the most important properties of
ZNBR. The use of ZNBR batteries is limited due to its short cycle life, material corrosion, low
energy efficiency, and high self-discharge rates. Bromine is highly toxic and can be dangerous
through inhalation and absorption. The toxicity of Br2 can be reduced by using complexing
agents [41]. Other halogens systems, such as the zinc-chlorine battery, have similar performance
and issues [42].
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2.4.2.2 Iron-Chromium Flow Battery
The NASA group and Mitsui group first studied iron-chromium flow batteries (ICBs) in
the 1970s and 1980s. Here, the redox couples are Fe2+/Fe3+ and Cr2+/Cr3+. ICBs are true RFBs in
that the chemical species are completely dissolved in the aqueous electrolytes. Their power and
energy ratings are independent, which leads to their optimum use in each application. In the
discharge cycle, the oxidation of Cr2+ to Cr3+ occurs in the negative half-cell. The reduction of
Fe3+ to Fe2+ occurs in the positive half-cell. The reactions at each electrode are as follows:
Fe2+  Fe3+ +e- , E 0 = 0.77 V vs. SHE
and
Cr 2+  Cr 3+ +e- , E 0 = -0.41 V vs. SHE

These reactions are reversed in the charge cycle. In early ICBs, a diffusion of iron and
chrome ions across the separator led to an imbalance between the charges of the electrolytes,
which made the system irreversible. In modern ICBs, electrolytes are composed of a mixture of
iron and chromium on both sides of the separator, which solves the problem of irreversibility.
The efficiency of this battery is around 70–80%. Higher temperatures improve the efficiency of
these systems and make them efficient choices for warm climates. Low toxicity and the dilute
water-based electrolyte make the iron-chromium suitable system for energy storage in many
different applications.
2.4.2.3 All-Vanadium Redox Flow Battery
The first attempts at VRFBs were undertaken at the University of New South Wales in
the late 1980s. All VRFBs have just one electroactive element instead of two, and vanadium
appears in four different oxidation states. The problem of cross-contamination by diffusion of
ions across the membrane was eliminated by employing vanadium redox couples in half cells:
V2+/V3+ in the negative half-cell and V4+/V5+ in the positive half-cell. All vanadium redox flow
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batteries are true RFBs because of two distinct properties of true RFBs. First, the chemical
species are completely dissolved in sulfuric acid electrolyte solutions. Second, the power and
energy ratings are independent of each other, which can help to optimize each of them for a
specific application. Figure 2-3 shows a vanadium redox flow battery.

Figure 2-3. Vanadium redox flow battery
(Image Source: Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd. [SEI])
During the discharge process in VRFBs, oxidation of V2+ to V3+ occurs in the negative
half-cell and reduction of V5+ to V4+ occurs in the positive half-cell, which generally exists in the
form of VO2+ and VO2+:
V 2+  V 3+ +e- , E 0 = -0.26 V vs. SHE
VO 2+ +H O  VO + +2H + +e- , E 0 = 1.00 V vs. SHE
2
2

In comparison to other true RFBs, the vanadium redox flow batteries have higher cell voltage,
which is suitable for higher power and energy density. Higher voltage exerts more chemical
stress on the materials and components. Another problem is the cross transport of vanadium ions
across the membrane. This can be solved by using an expensive ion exchange membrane in order
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to minimize the cross membrane transport. The cell voltage generated is 1.4-1.6 volts and the cell
power densities are 100’s mW/cm2. The efficiency of this battery is in the range of 60–80%.
VRFBs are efficient for power systems in the range of 100kW to 10 MW and storage duration of
2 to 8 hours.
2.4.2.4 Soluble Lead-Acid Battery
The charge transfer of a soluble lead-acid battery is the same as a traditional lead battery.
At the negative electrode, Pb2+ is removed from the solution, and at the positive electrode, lead
ions combine with water and produce lead dioxide and protons:
Pb  Pb 2+ +2e- , E 0 = -0.13 V vs. SHE
Pb2+ +2H O  PbO +4H + +2e - , E 0 = 1.49 V vs. SHE
2
2

This kind of flow battery requires only a single electrolyte. No separator or membrane is
necessary, which leads to lower cost and a simpler design. Several electrolytes have been studied
for these cells, such as perchloric acid, hydrochloric acid, hexafluorosilicic acid, tetrafluoroboric
acid, and most recently, methanesulfonic acid [43-48].
2.4.2.5 Other Types of Redox Flow Battery
There is considerable interest in different types of flow batteries: bromine/polysulphide
RFB, vanadium-bromine RFB, zinc-cerium RFB, polysulphide bromide RFB, among others.
Figure 2-4 shows several redox couples, charge transfer, and ion carrier migration modes in
different RFBs. Each has its own advantages and disadvantages. Researchers are currently
attempting to develop new redox flow systems that will be reliable, suitable, safe, provide higher
energy storage, and lower cost. A recent study of the lithium air battery was undertaken, whereby
lithium ions were combined with atmospheric oxygen to make lithium oxide at the positive
electrode on discharge; oxygen was regenerated during the charge cycle. One of the challenges
16

for this kind of battery is proper isolation of the negative electrode from oxygen. On the other
hand, high energy density and low material costs are leading to more research in this area [49].

Figure 2-4. Several redox couples, charge transfer, and ion carrier migration modes [50]
2.4.3 Performance of RFBs
The main goal of redox flow batteries is to store energy and release it in a controlled
manner at the appropriate time. As mentioned previously, RFBs are stored energy in electrolytes.
H+ ions are exchanged between the two electrolyte tanks through a membrane during the charge
and discharge process. The cell coulombic efficiency, shows the efficiency of electron transfer
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within an electrochemical process and is obtained by dividing the discharge capacity by the
charge capacity, as shown in in equation (2.1) [51].
t
 I d dt
CE  0
t
 I c dt
0

(2.1)

The energy efficiency, or EE, is obtained by dividing the discharge energy by the charge
energy. Then the voltage efficiency, or VE, is calculated by dividing the energy efficiency by the
capacity efficiency, in this case CE, to obtain the following: VE = EE/CE.
C-rate is a term which shows the charge/discharge current of a battery. This means that in
a discharge cycle at 1 C rate, a 1,000 mAh battery would provide 1,000 mA for one hour. At 2 C
rate, the 1,000 mAh battery would provide 2,000 mA for 30 minutes. The rate of 1 C means a
one-hour discharge, 0.5 C means a two-hour discharge, and 0.1 C means a ten-hour discharge.
A battery analyzer is used to measure the battery’s capacity. For example 100% means a
1,000 mAh battery can provide current for an hour.
2.5

Electrochemistry

2.5.1 Kinetics
Electrode reactions at equilibrium are related to the concentrations of the oxidized ( c*O)
and reduced (C*R) species, which are defined by the Nernst equation shown in equation (2.2).
C*o
RT
EE 
ln *
nF
CR
0'

(2.2)

The term E0′ is the formal potential at which the reaction becomes spontaneous, and n represents
the number of electrons transferred between the species. The rate of reaction is completely
controlled by the rate of the replenishment of reactants on the electrode surface. The kinetic
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model outcomes should be in accordance with the results of the Nernst equation. Two models of
the one-electron transfer process in VRFBs are explained by the Tafel equation and the ButlerVolmer model of electrode kinetics. The Tafel equation shows the exponential relationship
between current and over potential, equation (2.3). The transfer coefficient is obtained from the
slope of log i vs. η in the Tafel region [52].
  a  b log i

(2.3)

The Butler-Volmer equation for kinetics, equation (2.4), is derived from the current-over
potential equation:

 C  0, t 

C  0, t 
o

R
ii
exp  f 
exp  (1  )f 

0  C*
*
C


0
R

(2.4)

where CO (0, t) and CR (0, t) are the surface concentrations of oxidized and reduced species,
respectively; i0 represents the exchange current density; α is the transfer coefficient; and η is the
over potential applied to the system. In the absence of mass transfer effects, which occur by
maintaining a high volumetric flow rate of electrolyte within the system, equation (2.4) reduces
to equation (2.5) as

f (1  )f 
i  i e
e

0 

(2.5)

At small over potentials, equation (2.5) reduces to the linear equation (2.6), and i0 can be
extracted from the slope of a linear regression fit of the data [52].

i  i0f
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(2.6)

2.6

Design Considerations and Components of Redox Flow Batteries

2.6.1 Constructional Materials
Figure 2-5 shows a typical flow battery composed of a positive and negative electrode;
ion exchange membrane; rubber gasket seals; steel tie-bolts, which are useful in avoiding
electrolyte leakage; metallic end plates like aluminum and copper, which provide electrical
conductivity; and turbulence promoters, which can increase the mass transport and exchange of
electroactive species [52-54].

Figure 2-5. Typical flow battery [55]
Highly oxidizing electroactive species cause an absence of metallic components that are
in contact with the electrolytes. For this reason, chemically resistant polymers such as polyvinyl
chloride (PVC), polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF), polyacrylonitrile, polytetrafluoroethylene
(PTFE), and acrylics are widely used for making battery components.
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2.6.2 Electrode Materials
An ideal electrode of flow batteries should be chemically/electrochemically stable and
inert; have a high electrochemical surface area, low over potentials, high mass transport, low
pressure drop, high electrical conductivity, and long life cycle; and operate at low flow rates.
Carbon-based or inert metallic materials are the more commonly used electrodes in RFBs
because they are more resistant to oxidation. Metallic electrodes can cause unstable redox
potentials due to dissolved metal ions in electrolytes during discharge.
2.6.2.1 Metallic Electrodes
Metallic electrodes are less common in RFBs. Platinum, gold, and other precious metals
have excellent chemical stability and electrical conductivity, but their high cost makes them
impractical for large-scale energy-storage systems. Corrosion, dissolution, and weight issues are
the main problems for using metallic electrodes. Precious metals do not show good
electrochemical behavior in some cases, such as irreversible vanadium reactions in a gold
electrode [35].
The high cost of platinum is a reason to use a dimensionally stable anode (DSA) at the
positive electrode in all-vanadium [56] and zinc-cerium flow batteries [57, 58]. A DSA electrode
is prepared by coating a titanium substrate with a thin metal or alloy oxide of following metals:
Mn, Pt, Pd, Os, Rh, Ru, and Ir. Rychcik and Skyllas-Kazacos [59] reported good reversibility of
IrO2-coated DSA electrodes for vanadium reactions.
Metals having a high over potential for gas evolution have been used as substrate
electrodes in several RFBs. Zinc-nickel and zinc-air RFBs have employed a high-H2 over
potential cadmium-plated nickel sheet for the negative electrode, which helps to suppress
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hydrogen evolution and reduce the dendritic growth [60, 61]. Table 2-2 lists some metallic
electrodes.
TABLE 2-2
METALLIC ELECTRODES
Electrode Material
Nickel foam
[61]
Cadmium-plated copper
[62]
Sintered nickel hydroxide
[60, 63]

Researchers

RFB System

LuRun Material, China

Bromine-polysulfide

Laszlo A. Heredy and Lowell
R. Mccoy, USA

Zinc-nickel and Zinc-air

not given

Zinc-nickel

not given
Magneto GmbH,
The Netherlands

Soluble lead acid

Nickel foam [47]
3D-platinised-titanium mesh
[57]

Zinc-cerium

2.6.2.2 Carbon-Based Electrodes
Different kinds of carbon-based electrodes including two- and three-dimensional
electrodes have been studied recently. Carbon cloth, carbon paper, and carbon felts are typical
three-dimensional carbon-based electrodes. Scale-up difficulties and the high cost of pure carbon
and graphite lead to the use of polymer binders and conductive particles, such as carbon polymer
composites and polymer-impregnated graphite plates. These are helpful in lowering the cost,
reducing weight, and improving mechanical properties. They have been reported in many
systems, such as zinc bromine and all-vanadium [64], bromine-polysulfide [65, 66], zinc-cerium
[57, 67, 68], and soluble lead-acid RFBs [47, 69]. The addition of conductive filler material [64]
or activated carbon particles [70, 71] to these composite materials increases their conductivity,
whereas the high carbon content can cause poor mechanical properties.
Two-dimensional carbon electrodes in some systems, such as V4+/V5+ [35, 59, 72, 73]
and Ce3+/Ce4+ [57, 74], lead to carbon dioxide evolution at highly positive potentials and cause
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physical deterioration of the electrode surface. Three-dimensional carbon electrodes have been
used in different systems because of their large volumetric surface area. Polyacrylonitrile is one
of the polymers which is widely studied by many researchers for electrode material, especially in
the all-vanadium system. PAN-based electrodes have a wide potential range, high chemical
stability, good electrochemical activity, and low cost.
Acid treatment or heat treatment can improve the carbon electrode properties, as shown
by Sun and Skyllas-Kazacos [72, 75, 76], who modified graphite felt by sulfuric acid and heat
treatment. Sulfuric acid increases the chemical activity by forming surface functional groups
such as –CLO and –COOH.
Depositing metals on electrodes can improve the conductivity of the catalytic properties
of carbon felts. Some metal ions used for this purpose are Pt4+, Pd2+, Te4+, Mn2+, In3+, Au4+, and
Ir3+ [75, 77-79].
Nano-structured materials have attracted much attention in recent years. Excellent
electrical conductivity and mechanical properties of carbon nanotubes make the graphite-carbon
nanotube composite a good candidate electrode in VRFBs [55, 80, 81]. In one study by Han et al.
[82], a graphene oxide nanoplatelet electrode (GONP) was used in a VRFB. Polymeric
nanofibers are another nano-structured material used for carbon-based electrodes. Many methods
can be used to synthesize carbon nanofibers, including chemical vapor, template deposition, laser
ablation, and electrospinning [4, 83-85]. Electrospinning is a simple and effective method to
obtain ultra-fine fibers. It has been reported that a wide range of polymers such as PAN,
polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), polyimide, pitch, and PVDF can be used for electrospun CNFs. The
polymer nanofibers convert to CNFs by stabilization in air under a temperature range between
220⁰C and 280⁰C, and a carbonization process under an inert gas environment between 600⁰C
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and 1,000⁰C. Ji and Zhang electrospun PAN and zinc chloride in an N,N-dimethylformamide
(DMF) solution, followed by thermal treatment [86]. Electrospinning can provide porous films
that consist of a controlled nanofiber size and high porosity, which in turn is very important for
carbon-based electrodes. Table 2-3 shows some carbon-based electrodes [47, 56, 57, 65].
TABLE 2-3
CARBON-BASED ELECTRODES
Electrode Material
Carbon polymer: PVA, PVDF,
high-density polyethylene
[57, 67]

Researchers

RFB System

Entegris, USA

Zinc-cerium

Carbon felt GFA-type [57]

SGL Group, Germany

Zinc-cerium

Graphite felt [56]

Le Carbonne, France

All-vanadium

PAN-based graphite felt [65]

XinXing Carbon, China

Bromine-polysulfide

XinXing Carbon, China

Bromine-polysulfide

ERG Material and
Aerospace, USA

Soluble lead acid

Cobalt-coated PAN-based
graphite felt [65]
Reticulated vitreous carbon
[47]
2.7

Carbon Nanofibers Fabricated via Electrospinning and Treatments

2.7.1 Electrospinning of Polymer Solutions
Since 2004, there has been much effort to improve and develop electrodes based on
nanoscale carbon-based materials both in industry and academia. Metal nanostructures, like
copper nano-grids and solution processed silver nanowires, have recently been developed for
carbon-based electrodes.
During the last two decades, electrospinning has attracted attention as a technique to
fabricate thin fibers from different polymers, both synthetic and natural. Polyacrylonitrile [47],
polyethylene oxide (PEO), polyethylene terephthalate (PET), polystyrene (PS) [87], polyvinyl
chloride [88], Nylon-6, polyvinyl alcohol [6], poly (E-caprolactone) (PCL) [89, 90], Kevlar, or
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poly

p-phenylene

terephthalamide

(PPTA)

[91],

polyvinylidene

fluoride

[92],

polybenzimidazole (PBI), polyurethanes (PUs) [5, 93], polycarbonates [94, 95], polysulfones
[96], polyvinyl phenol (PVP) [97], and many others are among the more than one hundred
polymers successfully spun into nanofibers with diameters from micrometers (e.g., 10–100 μm)
to sub-microns or nanometers (e.g., 10×10−3–100×10−3 μm).
Electrospinning primarily consists of three components: high-voltage power supply,
spinneret (pipette or needle of small diameter), and grounded collecting screen like a metal
screen, plate, or rotating mandrel. In this process, high voltage is applied to the polymer solution
in the pipette, which creates an electrically charged jet of polymer solution that is ejected out of
the pipette. The solution jet evaporates before reaching the collector. One electrode is connected
to the needle or pipette, and the other is connected to the collector screen. The strong
electrostatic field between the needle and the collector charges the solution. The interaction of
these electrical charges with the external electric field turns the spherical meniscus at the end of
the nozzle into a cone, which is referred to as a Taylor cone. When the applied electric field
reaches a critical value, the repulsive electrical forces overcome the surface tension of the drop
and result in the ejection of the solution. As long as the diameters of the nanofibers are consistent
and controllable, the fiber surfaces are defect free, and the single nanofiber is continuous and
controllable, then the polymer solution can be electrospun into nanofibers. Ease of operation,
efficiency, high yield, large-scale process, and low cost are the advantages of the electrospinning
technique. Figure 2-6 shows a diagram of the electrospinning setup, its three main components,
and the formation of a Taylor cone.
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Figure 2-6. Schematic of electrospinning setup [98, 99]
Three types of parameters can influence the transformation of polymer solutions into
nanofibers, as shown in Table 2-4:


Solution properties: viscosity, conductivity, surface tension, elasticity, etc.



Ambient properties: solution temperature, humidity, air velocity in the electrospinning
chamber.



Operating properties: electric potential at the needle top, distance between the needle and
the collector, flow rate of the solution, speed of the collector, etc.
TABLE 2-4
FACTORS AFFECTING ELECTROSPINNING
Fluid Properties

Operating Parameters

Process Variables

*Viscosity

*Flow Rate

Jet Radius

*Conductivity (K)

*Applied Electric Field (V)

Axial Velocity

Dielectric Constant (ε)

Jet Current (I)

Charge Distribution

Surface Tension (γ)

Distance (d)

Centerline Displacement

* Most important variables
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2.7.2 CNF Properties
Carbon nanofibers have exceptional properties such as high tensile strength
(12,000 Mpa), which is ten times that of steel. While the diameter of nanofibers decreases, the
tensile strength of nanofibers increases due to reduction in the number of defects. Moreover,
CNFs have unique electrical properties, such as high electrical conductivity. Depending on the
property, CNFs become practical in many applications, including diodes and light emitters,
chemical and biological sensors, memory storage, and rechargeable batteries [100, 101].
High specific surface area is another outstanding property of nanofibers. Specific surface
area and small fiber diameter cause the rapid interaction of materials with the media. In other
words, the release from nanofibers is rapid and almost complete. Based on this property, CNFs
become a very good candidate in a variety of applications like semipermeable membranes,
wound dressings, scaffolds in tissue engineering, filters, energy storage, sensors, and many
others [102].
The high porosity of CNFs is very important for their use in many applications. For
example, a porous structure beneficial for batteries, that is, a sponge-like electrode has a higher
capacity and discharge current, and a porous separator between the electrodes can prevent short
circuits but let the ions move freely [103]. In hydrogen storage materials, graphite nanofiber
structures with small pores allow hydrogen molecules to enter and aggregate between layers,
which leads to a high storage capacity [104].
These excellent properties plus the functionalities of the materials themselves make
nanofibers unique candidates for advanced applications.
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2.7.3 Thermal Treatment of Polymer Fibers to Form Carbonaceous Fibers
High-temperature thermal treatment can convert electrospun nanofibers into carbonized
fibers. Producing carbonaceous nanofibers from polymer nanofibers requires stabilization,
carbonization, and sometimes activation for greater ion adsorption capacity and improved
electrochemical properties.
In the stabilization step, thermoplastic nanofibers convert to compressed thermosetting
nanofibers through chemical and physical reactions, such as dehydrogenation and
polymerization, to prevent electrospun nanofibers from fusing together in the carbonization
process. The heating rate during the stabilization process should be kept at a low value, for
example around 3⁰C/min, to prevent excessive heat, which could cause the loss of nanofiber
orientation and the melting of polymers.
Carbonization occurs in an inert gas atmosphere, such as nitrogen or argon, which
prevents oxidation and generates pyrolysis products like N2, CO2, H2O, etc. In this process, the
diameter of the nanofibers is decreasing while the surface area is increasing.
2.7.4 Chemical Activation of Nanofibers
Chemical activation has been widely used for various carbon materials, such as carbon
nanofibers [105], carbon nanotubes [106], and graphene [107], to improve electrochemical
performance [108, 109]. In this process, the precursor is submerged with a proper chemical agent
and then pyrolyzed. Pyrolysis makes the sample much richer in carbon content, and once the
chemical agent is eliminated, porosity develops. The most common activating agents used for
chemical activation are phosphoric acid, zinc chloride, and alkaline metal compounds [7, 8].
Depending on the material, different chemical agents can be used. Phosphoric acid and
zinc chloride are usually used for the chemical activation of lignocellulosic materials that have
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not been carbonized previously [12, 15, 16]. Alkaline metal compounds like KOH are usually
used for the chemical activation of coal precursors or chars [10, 13-15]. KOH has been found to
be one of the most effective compounds in the production of activated carbons [18, 19]. Merino
et al. [105] used KOH as an activation agent to significantly increase capacitance from 1 to
60 F/g after chemical activation. The increase in capacitance caused an increase in specific
surface area and porosity of CNFs. In another study, Yang et al. [106] found that the
capacitances of CNT electrodes doubled to approximately 50 F/g. In a different study on
graphene, Zhu et al. [107] reported that KOH-activated graphene achieved an energy density of
70 Wh/kg, which was followed by an increase in specific surface area and porosity.
Marsh et al. [110] studied reactions between carbonaceous material and KOH, which led
to the transformation of a non-porous, low surface area carbon material into a carbon material
with high porosity and large surface area. The reaction between KOH and carbon material, which
can cause the formation of functional groups such as –OK, can be written as

4 KOH+ C  K2CO3  K2O + 2H2 .....
The formation of new functional groups, such as a potassium and oxygen bond, leads to the
change in carbon material from its flat structure into a wrinkled or folded form. After the
activation process, samples are washed with water to remove the potassium salts in the carbon
materials, but the new structure cannot return to its original state, thus creating voids. These
voids develop porosity and improve the specific surface area. The washing step transforms OK
functional groups to polar functional groups like OH on the carbon surface, which in turn makes
the carbon material hydrophilic [111, 112]. Figure 2-7 shows a model of the KOH activation
process on carbon nanofibers.
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Figure 2-7. Influence of KOH activation on CNF [111]
Although the mechanism of chemical activation is not very well understood, it is widely
used because of its advantages, the most important of which is the low temperature required for
the process while improving the surface area. Dehydrogenation properties of the chemical agents
used for chemical activation lead to higher yields of carbon than physical activation by inhibiting
tar formation and reducing the production of other volatile products [12, 15, 17].
The main disadvantage of chemical activation is the need for an extra step of washing to
eliminate impurities from the activation agent, which can affect chemical properties of the
activated carbon. The corrosiveness of the chemical agent is another factor that should be
considered during chemical activation [20, 113].
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CHAPTER 3
EXPERIMENTS

To study the efficiency of polyacrylonitrile-based nanofibrous mat as an electrode
material, an experiment was conducted using the following materials and methods.
3.1

Materials

3.1.1 Polyacrylonitrile
Polyacrylonitrile is a synthetic organic polymer resin with the liner formula C3H3N. Low
density, thermal stability, high strength, and modulus of elasticity make PAN an essential
polymer in high-tech applications. PAN is used as a precursor for carbon fiber production [114,
115]. PAN with an average molecular weight of 150,000 g/mol was purchased from Sigma
Aldrich and used without any further modification or purification.
3.1.2 N,N-Dimethylformamide
N,N-dimethylformamide is an organic colorless solvent with the linear formula
(CH3)2NC(O)H and is common used as a solvent for chemical reactions. The primary use of
DMF is in the production of acrylic fibers and plastic. DMF with molecular weight of 73.09
g/mol and assay percent range of ≥99.8% was purchased from Fischer Scientific and used
without any further modification and purification.
3.2

Methods

3.2.1 Solution Preparation
PAN was used as the main matrix, and DMF was used as the solvent in this experiment.
PAN powder was added to the DMF solvent in a ratio of 10% (W/V). In order to have a
homogeneous blend of polymeric solution without any particle suspensions, the solution was
placed on a hot plate and mixed at 500 rpm for one hour. To avoid unexpected accidents due to
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agglomeration, which can stop the magnetic bar, it was necessary to frequently monitor the
solution during the preparation of the samples.
3.2.2 Electrospinning
A nanofibrous mat as an electrode material was fabricated using the electrospinning
technique. The polymeric solution was prepared by dissolving PAN in the solvent (DMF) in a
ratio of 10% (W/V). The solution was transferred to a 10 ml plastic syringe with a blunt-end
18 G needle with an inside diameter of 0.5 mm. The needle was located in the range of 12–25 cm
from the grounded collector. A syringe pump fed the polymeric solution to the needle tip at an
injection rate of 1 ml/h. A positive high voltage was connected to the needle tip while the other
end of the electrode was attached to a high direct current supply. The applied voltage was in the
range of 12–20 kV. The experiment was conducted at room temperature (25⁰C) in ambient air
[116]. The electrospun nanofibers were collected on aluminum foil that was wrapped on the
target.
3.2.3 Physical Activation of PAN Nanofibers
The produced PAN nanofibers were converted into carbon nanofibers by keeping the
samples inside a box furnace. Samples were heated at a rate of 1⁰C/min and kept at 300⁰C in air
for 1 h in order to produce the oxidative stabilization of the PAN. After stabilization, the
nanofibrous mats were heated under an argon atmosphere at a rate of 5⁰C/min. The final product
was nanoporous carbon nanofibers.
3.2.4 Chemical Activation of PAN Nanofibers
Chemical activation of the CNFs was done by using KOH as the chemical agent. CNFs
were immersed in two different concentrations of a KOH solution in order to study the effect of
molarity on its properties. One group was immersed in a 1 M KOH solution, and another group
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was immersed in a 4 M KOH solution. To remove the potassium, samples were washed with
distilled water and then dried at 70°C for 12 h. To determine the difference of chemical
activation before and after the carbonization process, samples were divided into two groups, as
well.
3.3

Characterization

3.3.1 Morphology
Morphology of the CNFs was analyzed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The
CNFs were cut into small pieces, coated with a very thin layer of gold by sputtering, and then
imaged using a scanning electron microscope. The diameters were measured with imageJ
software. For each experiment, the average fiber diameter was determined from about 25
measurements of random fibers. The SEM instrument is shown in Figure 3-1.

Figure 3-1. Scanning electron microscope
[Image Source: Wichita State University]
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3.3.2 Contact Angle Measurement
The contact angle of deionized water was measured as the ability of water repellency of
the CNFs. An optical contact angle meter was used to measure the contact angle of water on the
prepared samples. The contact angle measurement was taken 10 seconds after placement of the
drop of water on the CNF samples. The average contact angle value was obtained by measuring
five different positions of the same sample. The contact angle of hydrophilic materials is less
than 90⁰, hydrophobic materials are in the range of 90⁰–150⁰, and the materials are
superhydrophobic when they exceed 150⁰. The contact angle measuring instrument is shown in
Figure 3-2.

Figure 3-2. Contact angle measuring instrument
[Image Source: Wichita State University]
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3.3.3 Porosity Measurement
The degree of the porosity of the CNFs was evaluated using the 2-propanol absorption
method by weighing the CNFs before (dry) and after wetting with a 2-propanol solution. The
average porosity P (%) was then calculated using equation (3.1):
mp
P

ρp
100%
mp mCNF

ρp ρCNF

(3.1)

where ρp and ρCNF (g/cm3) are densities of 2-propanol and the CNFs, respectively, mp (g) indicates
the mass of absorbed 2-propanol, and mCNF (g) is the mass of the dry CNFs. Each CNF density
(g/cm3) was measured by dividing the material’s mass (g) with the effective volume (cm3),
calculated from each material’s volume. The porosity measurements were performed on three
individual samples.
3.3.4 Cyclic Voltammetry Measurement
Electrochemical activities of prepared nanomaterials were evaluated using Gamry PCI4
potentiostat/galvanostat/ZRA. The electrochemical measurements of the samples were tested
using a three-electrode cell, where platinum wire serves as the counter electrode and a saturated
calomel electrode (SCE, E = +0.241 V saturated) serves as the reference electrode. For the
working electrode, a 1 cm-by-1 cm carbon nanofiber was cut, hung out from a platimun wire,
and immersed in the prepared solution. The electrolyte used was a 0.5 M HCL solution
containing 0.5 M FeCl3 and 0.5 M FeCl2. The cyclic voltammetry (CV) curves were collected
with different potential windows (vs. SCE) with different scan rates. Figure 3-3 shows the typical
experimental setup used in this study.
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RE
CE
WE

Figure 3-3. Typical experimental setup showing reference electrode (RE, saturated calomel
electrode), working electrode (WE), and the counter electrode (CE, platinum wire) immersed in
electrolyte solution
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Experimental results are described in the following sections:


Electrospinning of nanofibers and the effects of electrospinning parameters, such as
voltage and tip-to-collector distance (TCD) on nanofiber morphology and diameter.



Effects of physical and chemical activation on nanofiber morphology.



Evaluation of nanofiber diameter using scanning electron microscopy.



Study of the porosity of nanofibers.



Study of the wettability of different samples.



Study of the electrochemical activity of samples by using cyclic voltammetry.

4.1

Electrospinning Conditions
Many parameters must be modified for the electrospinning process. The most important

parameters that should be considered for successful electrospinning

are a suitable solvent,

polymer concentration, applied voltage, TCD, etc. According to research conducted at Wichita
State University [117] with a similar polymer and solvent, the optimal conditions for
electrospinning include the following:


The solution must be completely dissolved and uniform.



The polymer solution droplet must be present at the end of the needle.



The applied voltage should make the droplet disappear.



The appearance of the polymer jet from the nozzle to the collector.



The white mat should appear on the collector.
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4.2

Electrospinning of Solution
In order to prepare nanofibers by electrospinning, there should be enough polymer chains

to become connected with the polymer solution. When the polymer is added to the solution, the
viscosity is increased. This high concentration of solution is an inhibiting factor for
electrospinning; therefore, the concentration of the polymer solution should be selected in an
optimum way to have uniform nanofibers without any defects such as beads. For nanofiber
formation, the electrostatic force, which is caused by high voltage, must overcome the
viscoelastic force of the polymer.
To have a uniform and homogeneous mixture of polymer, the chosen solvent must be
suitable because it plays an important role in controlling the physical properties of the solution,
including surface tension, electrical conductivity, and viscosity [118]. According to Wu et al.,
DMF is one of the best solvents for PAN due to its high interaction between the PAN monomer
through dipole-dipole interaction and the formation of PAN-solvent complexes [119]. The
electrospinning process is shown in Figure 4-1.

Figure 4-1. Electrospinning process
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4.2.1 Effect of Applied Voltage on Nanofiber Morphology
In addition to the polymer concentration, the applied voltage should be in the appropriate
range so that the polymer jet reaches the collector surface in order for successful electrospinning.
For a solution concentration of 10% w/v (PAN/DMF) at a fixed distance, the voltage was
measured at three different voltage (12, 16, and 20 kV), and the fibers were observed using SEM.
The diameter of the nanofibers was determined by the software imageJ. The average fiber
diameters at 12, 16, and 20 kV were 605, 523, and 486 nm, respectively. Results show that the
best voltage was 20 kV, because the nanofibers were thinner and without beads. Figure 4-2
shows that the average fiber diameter decreased by increasing the voltage to 20 kV.

Effect of Applied Voltage
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Fiber Diameter (nm)
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Applied Voltage (kV)
Figure 4-2. Effect of applied voltage on nanofiber diameter
SEM images of nanofibers at three different voltages are shown in Figure 4-3. The bead
formation at lower voltages can be seen in Figure 4-3(a) and Figure 4-3(b).
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Figure 4-3. SEM images of nanofiber morphology at different voltages: (a) 12 kV, (b) 16 kV,
and (c) 20 kV
4.2.2 Effect of Tip-to-Collector Distance on Nanofiber Morphology
To determine the effect of this parameter, samples were prepared at three different
distances using the same voltage. The distance between the nozzle and the collector should be
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selected in such a way that the solvent has enough time to evaporate during “flying” time to
avoid adhesion of the nanofibers. The fibers should have sufficient time to dry before reaching
the collector. Increased distance, and hence increased inflight duration, reduces the average fiber
diameter, which is caused by the incremental increase of the applied tension force. On the other
hand, a reduction in the electric field strength, which is also caused by an increase in distance,
decreases the elongation rate and increases the average fiber diameter. If the selected distance is
too small, the polymer jet becomes unstable due to a sharp increase in the electrostatic field
strength, which leads to bead formation. Therefore, the tip-to-collector distance should be
modified to result in uniform nanofiber formation without any beads. The nanofibers were
imaged by SEM and their diameters were evaluated by imageJ software. Results indicate that the
more uniform nanofiber was formed at a distance of 25 cm, where the loss of solution, which can
be seen as droplets from the nozzle tip, was minimized. The effect of the TCD on the nanofiber
diameter is shown in Figure 4-4, indicating that the average nanofiber diameter continuously
decreased with increasing distance. SEM images of nanofibers at different distances are shown in
Figure 4-5.
Effect of Distance
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Figure 4-4. Effect of tip-to-collector distance on nanofiber diameter
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 4-5. SEM images of nanofiber morphology at different distances: (a) 12 cm, (b) 18 cm,
and (c) 25 cm
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4.2.3 Best Condition to Produce Large Amounts of Nanofiber
A sufficient amount of nanofiber is needed for further characterization and cyclic
voltammetry tests. According to the electrospinning parameters, and the uniformity and longterm stability of the process, nanofibrous mats were produced under the conditions shown in
Table 4-1.
TABLE 4-1
BEST CONDITION FOR ELECTROSPINNING
Electrospinning Parameter

Best Condition

Voltage

20 kV

Tip-to-Collector Distance (TCD)

25 cm

Feed Rate

1 ml/h

Temperature

Room Temperature

Based on the modified parameters shown in Table 4-1, SEM images of the nanofibers
were analyzed under this condition. Images show that this condition was suitable for this
polymer solution because the nanofibers were uniform, without beads, and had regular
arrangements. The average diameter of nanofibers in this condition was 462 nm. Therefore, the
electrospinning was done successfully. The digital and SEM images of the nanofibers are shown
in Figure 4-6.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4-6. PAN nanofibers at best electrospinning condition: (a) digital image,
and (b) SEM image
4.3

Physical and Chemical Activation

4.3.1 Effect of Physical Activation on Nanofiber Morphology
Physical activation can be divided into two stages. At oxidative stabilization, PAN forms
a ladder polymer that can bear a higher temperature and increase the carbon yield. During the
carbonization process, the ladder polymer, which is formed at the stabilization stage, cross-links
and forms a turbo-static carbon structure. Physical activation improves the properties of the
resulting carbon fibers. PAN nanofibers shrink during physical activation, which leads to weight
loss and fiber diameter reductions. In this study, the samples were heated up at a rate of 1⁰C/min
and kept at 300⁰C in air for 1 h for the oxidative stabilization of PAN. After stabilization, the
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nanofibrous mats were heated under an argon atmosphere at a rate of 5⁰C/min. The PAN
nanofiber mat before and after physical activation is shown in Figure 4-7. SEM images of the
nanofibers are shown in Figure 4-8, indicating that the average nanofiber diameter decreased
from 462 nm to 423 nm.

(a)

(b)
Figure 4-7. PAN nanofibrous mats: (a) before physical activation, and
(b) after physical activation
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4-8. SEM images of PAN nanofibrous mats: (a) before physical activation, and
(b) after chemical activation
4.3.2 Effect of Chemical Activation on Nanofiber Morphology
Chemical activation results in richer carbon content material and a much more ordered
structure. The average nanofiber diameter was reduced after chemical activation. The higher
surface area and higher porosity are two important factors that improve in chemical activation.
Chemical activation of the CNFs was done by using KOH as the chemical agent. The
CNFs were immersed in a KOH solution of different concentrations to determine the effect of
molarity on the properties. Samples were immersed in 1 M, 4 M, and 7 M KOH solutions. To
remove the potassium, samples were washed with distilled water and then dried at 70°C for 12 h.
Increasing the molarity of the KOH solution from 1 M to 4 M improved the properties of the
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samples and decreased the average diameter of the nanofibers. But increasing the molarity of the
KOH from 4 M to 7 M caused damage to the nanofiber structure. SEM images of the KOH
treatment of different CNF samples are shown in Figure 4-9.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 4-9. SEM images of CNF with three different concentrations of KOH treatment:
(a) 1 M, (b) 4 M, and (c) 7 M
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The experiments and SEM images showed that with the 4 M chemical activation, the
fiber morphology improved: fibers were continuous and bead-free with a smooth surface and
uniform morphology.
4.3.3 Study of Priority of Physical and Chemical Activation
To understand the effects of the priority of physical and chemical activation, samples
were divided into two groups: the first was activated physically first and then exposed to
chemical activation, and the second was activated chemically first and then placed in a furnace
for physical activation. During the chemical activation, the color of PAN nanofibers changed
from white to yellow.
To remove the potassium that resulted from the chemical activation of both groups, the
samples were washed with distilled water and placed in the oven to dry. The priority of chemical
and physical activation did not have a significant influence on the nanofiber structure.
4.4

Determination of Nanofiber Average Diameter
Samples were prepared as described previously in Section 3.2.1. Depending on the

treatments they received, samples were divided into different groups to determine the effects of
physical/chemical activation on nanofiber diameter. The wide range of nanofiber diameter is
observed for PAN nanofibers. The average fiber diameter at the best electrospinning condition
and the presence of physical and chemical activation was 273 nm. SEM images of the nanofibers
were analyzed with imageJ software, and the results in the fixed electrospinning condition
(voltage: 20 kV; TCD: 25 cm) are summarized in Table 4-2. The results shown in Table 4-2
obviously indicates that physical and chemical activation significantly influence nanofiber
diameter.
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TABLE 4-2
EFFECT OF ACTIVATION ON FIBER DIAMETER
Sample
Number
1
2
3
4.5

Physical
Activation
N/A
✓
✓

Chemical
Activation
N/A
N/A
✓

Average Fiber
Diameter (nm)
462
423
273

Nanofiber
Morphology
Uniform Nanofibers
Uniform Nanofibers
Uniform Nanofibers

Determination of Nanofiber Porosity
Porosity is one of the most important factors in nanofibers, because higher porosity leads

to a higher contact area which is a crucial factor for electrodes. The interlaying of fibers creates a
porous structure in the electrospun mat.
A total of three samples for each experiment was tested for porosity and the average
reported. Tables 4-3 and 4-4 demonstrate the thickness and porosity obtained for the electrospun
mats under two different voltage and TCD conditions. Porosity was calculated as
mp
P

ρp
100%
mp mCNF

ρp ρCNF

(4.1)

TABLE 4-3
EFFECT OF EXPERIMENTAL CONDITION ON FIBER PROPERTIES
(VOLTAGE: 12 KV; TCD: 12 CM)
Electrospinning Condition
Voltage (KV)

TCD (cm)

Average
Thickness (µm)

12

12

171

331

77 ± 4

12

12

251

331

92 ± 0.8

12

12

283

331

70 ± 5.5
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Average Fiber
Diameter (nm)

Average
Porosity (%)

TABLE 4-4
EFFECT OF EXPERIMENTAL CONDITION ON FIBER PROPERTIES
(VOLTAGE: 20 KV; TCD: 25 CM)
Electrospinning Condition
Voltage (KV)

TCD (cm)

Average
Thickness (µm)

Average Fiber
Diameter (nm)

Average
Porosity (%)

20

25

150

273

87 ± 2

20

25

220

273

95 ± 0.7

20

25

235

273

95 ± 0.5

From Tables 4-3 and 4-4, it can be seen that higher porosity was gained at the best
electrospinning condition. Porosity decreases while fiber diameter increases. The smaller
diameter of fiber shows higher porosity. KOH treatment is an important step in obtgaining
samples with higher porosity. Table 4-5 shows the average porosity before and after KOH
treatment. Table 4-6 shows that increasing the molarity of KOH from 1 M to 4 M improves
porosity.
TABLE 4-5
EFFECT OF KOH TREATMENT ON FIBER POROSITY
Electrospinning Condition

Average Porosity (%)

Voltage (KV)

TCD (cm)

Before KOH Treatment

After KOH Treatment

12

12

61 ± 5

81 ± 3

20

25

62 ± 7

92 ± 1

TABLE 4-6
EFFECT OF KOH MOLARITY ON FIBER POROSITY
KOH Treatment

Average Porosity (%)

1M

82 ± 2

4M

92 ± 1
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4.6

Contact Angle Measurement
Wettability has a significant influence on energy efficiency. The formation of oxygen

functional groups on the surface of samples improves electrolyte penetration into the electrodes,
provides more electrolyte contact, and lowers the barrier for carrier transport, which leads to
higher hydrophilicity.
Sukkar and Skyllas-Kazacos [120] indicated that electrode pretreatment can improve
catalytic activity, which can lead to improved wettability behavior. Litster and McLean [121]
reported that heating carbon fiber materials at 300° C in an air environment made them fully
hydrophilic. Yan et al. [122] presented various treatments for changing the carbon wettability.
Tilt-view photographs of water droplets for samples with different experimental
parameters are shown in Figure 4-10 and the results are summarized in Tables 4-7, 4-8, and 4-9.
As can be seen, samples without any chemical activation at two different electrospinning
conditions are hydrophobic with contact angles of 105, 110, and 125. KOH treatment reduces the
contact angle of the samples. Samples with KOH treatment were hydrophilic and the water drop
rapidly passed through the fabric. By increasing the molarity of KOH from 1 M to 4 M, the
samples became more hydrophilic. It appears that the priority of carbonization and chemical
treatment did not have a significant influence on the contact angle.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4-10. Effect of chemical activation on contact angle: (a) CNF with KOH treatment, and
(b) CNF without KOH treatment (untreated sample exhibits hydrophobic ability
while treated sample is hydrophilic)
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TABLE 4-7
EFFECT OF EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS ON CONTACT ANGLE
(4 M KOH TREATMENT)
Priority of
Carbonization

Chemical Treatment

Electrospinning Condition
(Voltage, TCD)
P#1 (12,12)

Contact Angle
23

Before Carbonization
KOH Treatment #1
(4 M)

P#2 (20,25)

27

P#1 (12,12)
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P#2 (20,25)

20

After Carbonization

TABLE 4-8
EFFECT OF EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS ON CONTACT ANGLE
(1 M KOH TREATMENT)
Chemical
Treatment

Priority of
Carbonization

Electrospinning Condition
(Voltage, TCD)
P#1 (12,12)

Contact Angle
55

Before Carbonization
KOH Treatment #2
(1 M)

P#2 (20,25)

64

P#1 (12,12)

65

P#2 (20,25)

48

After Carbonization

TABLE 4-9
EFFECT OF EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS ON CONTACT ANGLE
(NO TREATMENT)
Chemical
Treatment

Priority of
Carbonization

Electrospinning Condition
(Voltage, TCD)
P#1 (12,12)

N/A

53

Contact Angle
105

P#2 (20,25)

110

P#2 (20,25)

125

4.7

Cyclic Voltammetry
Improving the real surface area and/or the intrinsic activity of the electrode material are

two independent factors that can increase the electrode activity.
For a reversible electrochemical reaction, the CV has specific characteristics.


Voltage separation between the potential peaks (∆Ep) for the case of n electrons is [4.2]

Ep  Epa – Epc  59 mV/n

(4.2)

where ∆Ep, or peak separation, is related to the electron transfer coefficient. When ∆Ep is
close to the ideal value of 59 mV/n, the electron transfer for an electrochemical reaction
is fast and the intrinsic activity is higher.


Positions of peak voltage do not change as a function of scan rate.



The ratio of the peak current is equal to 1 (ipa/ipc=1). The following Randles-Sevcik
equation is used to calculate the peak current for a reversible couple [4.3]:

I  i A( 2.69 105 ) n 3/ 2CD1/ 2 1/ 2
p

(4.3)

where i is the peak current density in cm-2, A the electrode area in cm2, n the number of
electrons, C the concentration in mol/cm3, D is the diffusion coefficient in cm2/s, and υ is
the potential scan rate in V/s [123, 124].


The peak current should be proportional to the square root of the scan rate. On the other
hand when the rate of electron transfer is slow, the electrode reaction is irreversible.
Dependence of the oxidation and reduction peak potentials on the scan rate, which is an

indicator of a more active sample, is shown in Figure 4-11.
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Figure 4-11. Cyclic voltammetric responses: (a) reversible, and (b) irreversible [125]
Mass transport of species in an electrolyte is related to three phenomena: diffusion,
migration, and convection. If the electrochemical experiment is conducted in an unstirred
solution, then the migration and convection can be ignored. Therefore, mass transport can occur
only by diffusion. When the kinetic reactions are fast, the mass transport to the electrode surface
is mainly controlled by diffusion.
The CV graph of felt and PAN carbon nanofiber samples with different chemical
treatments are shown below. Figure 4-12 shows the cyclic voltammograms of felt in 0.5 M HCL
electrolyte containing 0.5 M FeCl3 and 0.5 M FeCl2 with different scan rates. The CV was
scanned from –0.25 V to 1.0 V vs SCE at a sweep rate of 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, and 3 mV/s. At the scan
rate of 0.5 mV/s, the anodic peak potential (Epa) of Fe2+ to Fe 3+ was at 620 mV, and the cathodic
peak potential (Epc) was at 200 mV. Increasing the scan rate from 0.5 to 3, the Epa moved to the
higher potentials, and Epc moved to the lower potentials. The potential difference (∆Ep) between
the peaks increased with the increase in scan rates; that is, ∆Ep values are a function of the scan
rate. Table 4-10 shows the impact of different scan rates on the peak separations of felt.
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Figure 4-12. Cyclic voltammograms of felt in 0.5 M HCL electrolyte containing 0.5 M FeCl3
and 0.5 M FeCl2 at different scan rates
TABLE 4-10
IMPACT OF SCAN RATE ON PEAK SEPARATION FOR FELT
Scan Rate (mV/s)

∆Ep (mV)

0.5

420

1

570

1.5

660

2

790

3

980

Results of samples without chemical activation are shown in Figure 4-13. Here, the CV
was scanned from –0.25 V to 1.0 V vs SCE at a sweep rate of 10, 50, 80,150, and 200 mV/s. At
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the scan rate of 10 mV/s, the Epa of Fe2+ to Fe 3+ was at 505 mV, and the Epc was at 405 mV. The
potential difference between both peaks was approximately 100 mV. Table 4-11 shows the
impact of different scan rates on peak separations of carbon nanofiber without chemical
activation.

CV of PAN without Chemical Activation
0.008

I (A)

0.006

0.004

0.002

-0.40

-0.20

0.000
0.00

0.20
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1.00

1.20

-0.002

-0.004

V vs Ref (V)
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No KOH activation. 10 mv-per-s 1.DTA)

No KOH activation. 50 mv-per-s 1.DTA)

No KOH activation. 80 mv-per-s 1.DTA)

No KOH activation. 150 mv-per-s 1.DTA)

No KOH activation. 200 mv-per-s 1.DTA)

Figure 4-13. Cyclic voltammograms of PAN-derived carbon nanofiber without chemical
activation in same electrolyte at different scan rates
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TABLE 4-11
IMPACT OF SCAN RATE ON PEAK SEPARATION FOR PAN CNF
WITHOUT CHEMICAL ACTIVATION
Scan Rate (mV/s)

∆Ep (mV)

10

100

50

100

80

100

150

122

200

122

Results of samples with 1 M KOH treatment are shown in Figure 4-14. Here, the CV was
scanned from 100 mV to 700 mV vs SCE at a sweep rate of 10, 50, 80, 150, and 200 mV/s. At
the scan rate of 10 mV/s, the Epa of Fe2+ to Fe

3+

was at 510 mV, and Epc was at 395 mV. The

potential difference between both peaks was approximately 115 mV. Table 4-12 shows the
impact of different scan rates on peak separations of CNF with 1 M KOH chemical activation.
CV of 1 M KOH Activated CNF

0.008
0.006

I (A)

0.004
0.002
0
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6
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0.8

-0.002

V vs Ref (V)

-0.004
1 M KOH activated 10 mv-per-s 1.DTA)
1 M KOH activated 80 mv-per-s 1.DTA)

1 M KOH activated 50 mv-per-s 1.DTA)
1 M KOH activated 150 mv-per-s 1.DTA)

1 M KOH activated 200 mv-per-s 1.DTA)

Figure 4-14. Cyclic voltammograms of PAN-derived carbon nanofiber treated with 1 M KOH
in same electrolyte at different scan rates
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TABLE 4-12
IMPACT OF SCAN RATE ON PEAK SEPARATION FOR PAN CNF WITH 1 M KOH
CHEMICAL ACTIVATION
Scan Rate (mV/s)

∆Ep (mV)

10

115

50

130

80

215

150

225

200

250

Results of samples with 4 M KOH treatment are shown in Figure 4-15. Here, the CV was
scanned from –0.25 V to 1.0 V vs SCE at a sweep rate of 10, 50, 100, 500, and 1,000 mV/s. At
the scan rate of 10 mV/s, the Epa of Fe2+ to Fe 3+ was at 500 mV, and the Epc was at 400 mV. The
potential difference between both peaks was approximately 100 mV. Table 4-13 shows the
impact of different scan rates on peak separation of CNF with 4 M KOH chemical activation.
CV of 4 M KOH Activated CNF
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Figure 4-15. Cyclic voltammograms of PAN-derived carbon nanofiber treated
with 4 M KOH in same electrolyte at different scan rates
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TABLE 4-13
IMPACT OF SCAN RATE ON PEAK SEPARATION FOR PAN CNF WITH 4 M KOH
CHEMICAL ACTIVATION
Scan Rate (mV/s)

∆Ep (mV)

10

100

50

115

100

115

500

125

1000

170

In general, Figure 4-13 to Figure 4-15 indicate that the potentials of the anodic and
cathodic peaks were almost independent of the scan rates. The symmetric shapes of the anodic
and cathodic peaks show that the ratios of the anodic and cathodic current peaks (ipa/ipc) are close
to one, indicating that a semi-reversible redox reaction of the Fe2+/Fe3+ couple occurred in the
system.
A comparison of CV graphs of PAN carbon nanofiber samples without chemical
activation, 1 M KOH treatment, and 4 M KOH treatment at the scan rate of 10 mV/s is shown in
Figure 4-16, indicating that the Epa was slightly shifted to the more positive potentials from the
sample without chemical activation to the sample with 1 M KOH activation. But increasing the
concentration of KOH from 1 M to 4 M did not have any significant effect on the E pa, meaning
that the treatment did not have a significant impact on the sample activity. On the other hand, a
remarkable difference is observed for the peak currents. According to the Randles-Sevcik
equation (4.3), it is obvious that, while other parameters are kept constant, this difference is due
to the total available electrode area, which is increased by KOH treatment. The sample with
higher KOH treatment has a larger electrode area, which causes a higher peak current. Table
4-14 shows the impact of chemical activation on peak separation for PAN carbon nanofiber.
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CV Comparison of CNF without Chemical Activation, 1 M KOH
Treatment, and 4 M KOH Treatment
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Figure 4-16. Comparison of CV graphs of PAN carbon nanofiber samples without chemical
activation, 1 M KOH treatment, and 4 M KOH treatment in same electrolyte
at scan rate of 10 mV/s
TABLE 4-14
IMPACT OF CHEMICAL ACTIVATION ON PEAK SEPARATION FOR PAN CNF
Sample

∆Ep (mV)

PAN carbon nanofiber samples without chemical activation

100

PAN carbon nanofiber samples with 1 M KOH treatment

115

PAN carbon nanofiber samples with 4 M KOH treatment

100

The comparison of the CV graphs of felt and 4 M KOH treatment PAN carbon nanofiber
sample is shown in Figure 4-17, indicating that the prepared sample has a smaller ∆Ep , unlike
felt. This certain proof indicates that the electrochemical reaction on the felt is less active but is
more active on the PAN carbonized nanofibers.
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Figure 4-17. Comparison of CV graphs of felt and 4 M KOH treatment PAN carbon nanofiber
sample in same electrolyte
After normalizing the current, which is obtained by dividing the current into material
thicknesses, the comparison of the peak current of felt and 4 M KOH treatment PAN carbon
nanofiber sample can be explained, as shown in Figure 4-18. As can be seen, the CNF sample
has a higher peak current, which indicates a higher surface area. By comparing the CV graphs of
different prepared CNF samples, it is obvious that a 4 M KOH treated CNF sample has a higher
efficiency due to its smaller ∆Ep, which is an indicator of a more active sample, and a higher
current peak, which is an indicator of higher surface area.
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Figure 4-18. Comparison of the CV graphs of felt and 4 M KOH treatment PAN carbon
nanofiber sample after current normalization in same electrolyte
In a similar study by Ji and Zhang [86], CNFs were electrospun using PAN and zinc
chloride in a DMF solution, followed by thermal and HCL treatment. These CNF samples had
higher porosity, larger surface area, and higher pore volume. The CV tests showed enhanced
electrochemical performance in lithium-ion diffusion at the electrode-electrolyte interface.
In another study by Ji and Zhang [126], silicon nanoparticles were added into a mixture
of polylactide and PAN in DMF. The solution was converted to nanofibers by electrospinning.
Results showed that the Si/CNFs exhibited high surface area, pore volumes, and high
electrochemical activity. These properties make Si/CNFs mats good candidates as anode
materials for lithium ion batteries.
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The results in the present study are in a good agreement with the above-mentioned
studies that demonstrate that electrospun PAN nanofibers followed by post-treatments are
promising materials as electrode material.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS

The rising usage of energy storage systems due to depletion of energy resources like
fossil fuels, and global warming concerns lead to a growing interest in developing and improving
techniques in this industry. Flow batteries are good candidates for energy storage systems due to
their low cost, and high efficiency energy storing system.
Using novel materials for the cathode, anode, and electrolyte components of the flow
battery has attracted attention of researchers. Carbon nanofibers as an electrode material have
mainly focused on their high tensile strength, high specific surface area, high porosity, and
unique electrical, mechanical, and optical properties.
Among various fabrication methods to prepare nanofibers, the technique of
electrospinning is popular for fabricating large quantities of nanofibers with diameters ranging
from micrometer to nanometer size. The morphology and average diameter of nanofibers can be
adjusted by solution properties and operational conditions such as applied voltage, tip-tocollector distance, and feeding rate. Many different types of polymers can be electrospun to
nanofibers as an electrode material. Polyacrylonitrile is popular due to its high carbon yield and
low cost.
In this study, the porous PAN carbon nanofiber was successfully fabricated by
electrospinning to create flow battery electrode material. The morphology and diameter of
electrospun PAN nanofibers have been studied as a function of distance between spinneret and
target, and applied voltage.
The average diameter of electrospun PAN nanofiber was decreased by the increase in
both applied voltage and tip-to-collector distance. The best condition for electrospinning small-
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diameter bead-free nanofibers was obtained when the applied voltage was 20 kV, and tip-tocollector distance was 25 cm. The average nanofiber diameter under this condition was 462 nm.
Electrospun PAN nanofiber mats were stabilized, carbonized, and KOH treated for use in
flow battery electrodes. Physical and chemical treatments of PAN nanofiber mats decreased the
nanofiber diameter to 273 nm.
Chemical activation improved the porosity of the PAN nanofiber mats as well. The
percentage of porosity increased from 60% to 90%, which provides a higher contact area, an
important factor for electrodes. Samples that were electrospun in the best electrospinning
condition had a smaller average diameter and larger porosity. The increased porosity and
decreased CNF diameter resulted in an increase in the specific surface area. Higher specific area
provides higher contact area which is an important factor for electrodes.
The contact angle measurements showed that the wettability of PAN nanofiber mats with
physical and chemical treatment changed from hydrophobicity, with a contact angle of 150°, to
hydrophilicity, with a contact angle of 20°. More oxygen functional groups on the surface of the
samples can help the electrolyte to have higher contact with the electrodes and lead to better
performance.
Cyclic voltammetry measurements on the CNFs reveal that CNF electrode materials are
electrochemically active. The kinetic reactions are fast, and the mass transport to the electrode
surface is controlled mainly by diffusion. Among the prepared CNF samples, the 4 M KOH
treated sample had a smaller ∆Ep, which is an indicator of a more active PAN carbonized
nanofibers. The 4 M KOH-treated sample had a remarkable higher peak current, which indicates
a higher total available electrode area.
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CHAPTER 6
FUTURE WORK

This thesis has introduced the application of the electrospinning technique to fabricate
electrode material with a controlled structure and morphologies.
6.1

Carbon Nanofiber Electrode Study Redesign
Further studies to design better electrode material are suggested:


Using chemical vapor deposition growth as a way to prepare CNFs and comparing their
structures and morphologies with CNFs prepared by electrospinning.



Using other nanostructured carbon-based materials such as graphene, and carbon
nanotubes or different kinds of polymers instead of PAN to study the different properties
of these materials, which may lead to higher performance as an electrode material.



Using nanoparticles as additives to achieve nanocomposites with higher performance by
employing many different synthesis methods, such as shear mixing, melt mixing,
emulsion polymerization, etc., in order to achieve the nanoscale dispersion of
nanoparticles for improving the properties of nanocomposites.

6.2

Flow Battery Design Based on PAN Carbon Nanofibers
Cyclic voltammetry curves showed that the PAN CNFs are good candidates for use in

battery electrode material. Higher intrinsic activity and larger surface area of the prepared
samples are two independent factors that can increase electrode activity. The next step will be to
design a flow battery based on PAN CNFs as an electrode material, and undertake an intensive
study and characterization of the following based on experimental and analytical modeling:


Charge transport and electrochemical reactions at the electrode surface.
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A membrane as an important key factor in the system, taking into consideration low cost,
low permeability with good ion selectivity, high conductivity, and stability.



Ways to solve the problem of typical corrosion solvents that have a strong impact on the
difficulty and high price of RFBs to be economically entered into the market.
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